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Swing (Second Edition)Manning Publications, 2003
Written for the experienced Java developer, Swing provides an in-depth guide to getting the most out of Sun's Swing/JFC user interface classes. Mixing real-world code examples and expert advice on advanced features, this book shows how to make use of this powerful library effectively within your own projects.
 The best thing about this...
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Illustrator CS2 Killer TipsNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Over 300 productivity-enhancing secrets you need to know about  Illustrator CS. Fully illustrated, stand-alone tips reveal the hidden features  and productivity-enhancing tricks that allow you to accomplish more in less time  with Illustrator CS2. Easy-to-browse format lets you find and apply information  instantly and includes...
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3ds Max Speed Modeling for 3D ArtistsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book is aimed at artists who already know essentials of modeling and are considering modeling specialization. A big part of specialization involves seeking ways to streamline your work flow. Possibly you're a diploma student and want to level up your 3ds Max skills after a short course, or possibly you're self-taught

	and want...
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Texturing and Modeling, Third Edition: A Procedural ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2002

	What is a realistic image? This is an age-old question in art, and a contemporary
	question in computer graphics. This book provides a modern answer involving the
	computer and a new definition of realism.


	The classic definition of realism has been veridical realism. Does the picture pass
	the comparison test? That is, would an...
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The JFC Swing Tutorial: A Guide to Constructing GUIs, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2004
The JFC Swing Tutorial is back, fully revised and updated to include the latest revisions to the JFC Swing API and the Java™ 2 platform. In this book, authors and Java experts Kathy Walrath, Mary Campione, Alison Huml, and Sharon Zakhour—working closely with the Sun Microsystems Swing team—explore the ins and outs of...
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The Ultimate Guide to Graphic DesignDennis Publishing, 2010

	Design is a deeply ingrained part of the human psyche. Since the earliest days when we were painting cave walls, we have been interested in creating objects that that tell a story or simply brighten up our surroundings. The advent of the computer has brought our interest in design to a whole new level. We can now manipulate our creations as...
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Painting Do-It-Yourself For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
Painting your home yourself can be faster, more affordable and even easier than hiring professionals—but only if you get it right the first time. Painting Do-It-Yourself For Dummies, helps you do just that with easy-to-follow, step-by-step procedures for giving your, floors, walls, and ceilings the extreme makeover of your dreams....
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Design for Hackers: Reverse Engineering BeautyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The smash hit introductory design book that debuted at #18 on Amazon

	Hackers are able to accomplish so much in so little time because they come from a community that's built upon sharing knowledge. When it comes to programming, they can learn whatever they need to learn by reading manuals, or simply typing in a Google...
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Designing Arcade Computer Game GraphicsWordware Publishing, 2000
Graphics play a central role in the computer gaming experience, and arcade-style games are no exception. Designing Arcade Computer Game Graphics emphasizes the development of quality graphics for 2D arcade-style computer games, both online and offline, including such topics as game design and documentation, graphics tools, animation, proper color...
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Introducing ZBrushSybex, 2008
Learn to sculpt detailed, lush, organic models with the hottest tool on the 3D market - ZBrush - and this step-by-step guide. Introducing ZBrush is the ideal initiation to this revolutionary software. Starting with the basics, it builds from the ground up, combining straightforward text with practical examples that make it fun to learn...
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Pain Killer: A Memoir of Big League AddictionViking Adult, 2021

	#1 BESTSELLER

	 

	"This book is at times startling, yet very real and down to earth . . . I saw [Brantt] in all phases of his life and his career. I consider him a friend and an ally. Pain Killer sends a strong message." --Darryl Sutter, former NHL player, coach, and GM

	

	From the only...
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Paint Shop Pro 9 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Retouch, reshape, and re-create your graphics for amazing images
Create great graphics and Web-friendly images, or fix photos that need help       

Want your photos and graphics to be picture-perfect? This book is your buddy. It will help you capture and scan images, create a virtual painting, repair damaged, dark, or blurry photos, add...
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